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1. Introduction 
For a University, the intellectual production of its professors is an important asset valued by 

accreditations, rankings and founding organisms [Zuckerman, 2004]. Nevertheless, this information does 

not reside in a unique repository; rather than is managed by multiple entities such as editorial companies, 

organizations and institutions. Actually, each professor compiles and organizes his/her own publication 

record. 

Consolidation of this information in an information repository requires of a great effort on its 

construction, and faces several problems such as the lack of standardization in representation formats, 

the multiplicity of sources, a great variety of publications classifications, redundancy and inconsistency in 

the information, etc. Besides, maintaining the repository updated and consistent is a permanent time-

consuming activity that involves the participation of professors and auditors. This kind of tasks requires 

intensive application of knowledge in regular basis and is susceptible of being automated. The goal is not 

only performing routines or processes periodically, but translating daily operation in a source of 

knowledge and learning. Guidance of auditors is indispensable in this case for the correct design and 

application of policies and norms.  

This work reports the use of two logic languages for the description of the elements and interactions on 

the described domain: Alloy and CCalc. The former is a models checker used to describe in detail the 

objects on the domain and the rules that allow verifying the consistency of the information stored in the 

repository. The latter is used for modeling a Multiagents System on charge of controlling the auditing 

process.  

This report is organized as follows. First is presented the scenario and the domain to model. Next there 

are presented the logic languages and their main characteristics. Advantages of both languages are 

discussed and illustrated on the rest of this document.  

2. Publications Auditing  
Tecnologico de Monterrey counts with an information system where information about publications is fed 

by the professor itself through web interfaces; meanwhile an auditor is responsible for classifying and 

complementing the information [Cantu et al, 2005]. Auditing is made asynchronously and the results are 

notified to the professor when changes affect his/her personal record. Additionally, after a publication 

registering, its authors are notified and empowered to provide additional information or do corrections. 

Figure 1 shows the entrance of the system, as can be seen it doesn’t includes publications only, but a set 

of institutional elements related to research activities. 
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Figure 1. The Research Management Information System 

2.1 Publications Auditing Domain 
The publications repository registers the scientific production of professors organizing it in an institutional 

taxonomy. In this work we consider a simplified taxonomy constituted by: articles in journals, articles in 

proceedings and thesis. This taxonomy is illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. Simplified publications taxonomy 

Information stored in the repository is actually the metadata of the publication; hence we have common 

data elements as shown in Figure 3.  

There is additional information and constraints for each type of publication. For example, a journal article 

is published by a journal, meanwhile that a proceedings article is published in the proceedings of a 

conference. It is important maintaining a differentiated catalogue of journals and conferences that allows 

not only quantifying but qualifying professors’ scientific production. 

A thesis for example, is published with the support of an education institution and distinguishes itself of 

other publications because its author is a student instead of a professor. Professors appear as advisors in 

a separated field. 
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Figure 3. Common metadata for all the publications. 

There are some common inconsistencies that expert auditors have already detected and modeled. One of 

them is the duplicity of the publication in the repository and consists on the existence of two publications 

in the repository having such a degree of similarity that make the auditor suspect that both are in fact the 

same publication registered twice.  

Other common problem is the inconsistency between the status of the publication and the year of 

publication. Given that the repository allows that the professor register its production in progress 

indicating a tentative publication date and a current status, it is possible that both data become 

inconsistent with the pass of time. Publication status and the transitions between them are shown in 

Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Publication status evolution 

As can be seen, none of the previous problems can be detected online during the information registering. 

The former requires a comparison against the entire content of the repository; meanwhile the latter 

requires that the evaluation be performed periodically. Both verifications must be done offline. This 

auditing can be automated if the automated auditing outcome is supervised by a human expert and the 

results are notified to the responsible professor, by email for example.  
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2.2 Auditing Workflow 
Periodic auditing of the information contained in the publications repository throws the type of 

inconsistencies described above. If the solution is evident, i.e. there is a correction rule that can be 

applied confidently, the correction is made automatically. The professor is notified of the change in order 

to allow him/her reply to it.  

If the solution requires human supervision, i.e. there are many possible solutions and there is no a single 

one that had demonstrated to be right in most of the cases, then a human expert is notified in order to 

select the right option or correct manually the record. If the solution is not evident then the professor is 

requested for making the correction. This workflow is illustrated in a simplified version on Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Core of the auditing workflow. 

As can be seen the decision is not always the same, depends on the information of the case evaluated and 

the confidence on the possible solutions. Beyond that, we rely on the response of the auditors and 

professors for warrant the consistency of the repository, which depends on the consistency of the each 

publication contained on it. We are not considering at this point the issue of information incompleteness 

in the repository, i.e. the existence of publications that have not been reported by professors but that 

have been published in some conference or journal.  

2.3 Proposed Solution 
Automation of the auditing process requires implementing a back-end platform on charge of monitoring, 

audit and correct information feed by professors. Our proposal is to implement a MultiAgents platform 

for performing the offline auditing. The proposed architecture is illustrated in Figure 6 along the systems 

and classes of agents necessary for the task.  

Expert auditors are who define the inconsistency and correction rules. These rules must be expressed in a 

format that agents can understand and execute.  The confidence on the efficiency of the rules must be 

expressed probabilistically and ideally be modeled through agents’ observations (experience). 
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Figure 6. Multiagents System Architecture for publications auditing 

The LogMonitor Agent keeps track of actions performed by auditors and professor in the web information 

system that updates the repository. The RepositoryGuardian Agent is responsible of instantiating the 

service agents required for auditing the publications and notify to professors and expert auditors. Auditor 

Agents evaluate auditing rules under demand; they are responsible for gathering the necessary 

information for auditing the record and request a correction whenever is one available and trustworthy. 

Corrector agents apply the correction rules. The Notifier Agent communicates the result of auditing to the 

human expert or professor responsible through a User agent. User agents communicate the information 

to its designated agent through email messages. Actions derived from the notifications are tracked by the 

LogMonitor agent, closing the loop.  

3. Modeling Languages 
Current formal languages have started to incorporate modeling primitives such as classes and inheritance 

that eases the expression of a domain. Additionally these object oriented characteristics are exploited 

during the inference process, allowing generalizing the application of rules or limiting the branching 

factor. 

3.1  Alloy Analyzer 
Alloy Analyzer [Jackson, 2006] is a lightweight modeling language for software design developed by the 

Software Design Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology1.  Its notation uses the sets and 

relations nomenclature; meanwhile its analysis is inspired by SMV, which is capable of analyzing billions of 

                                                           
1
 http://alloy.mit.edu/ 

http://alloy.mit.edu/
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cases in seconds by finding counterexamples rather than proofs. Alloy is considered a model checking tool 

because generates all the possible combinations in a certain scope and tries to identify counterexamples 

for the declared axioms in the model. 

The Alloy Analyzer 4 is based on the new SAT-based model finder Kodkod2. Kodkod applies new 

techniques and optimizations to the translation from relational to boolean logic, such as user-provided 

partial instances and a more general symmetry-breaking technique that works in the presence of arbitrary 

partial instances. 

3.1.1 Alloy Logic 

Every value in Alloy logic is a relation: a set is a unary relation, scalars are singleton sets, and predicates 

are n-ary relations. Rows are unordered, columns are ordered but unnamed and all relations are first-

order. Alloy syntax define some set constants (none univ iden) and set operators (+ & - in =), a cross 

operator (->), a relational join (.), join operators (. []), unary operators like the transpose (~), transitive 

closure (^) and the reflexive transitive closure (*), among others. Additionally counts with Boolean 

operators (not and or implies else iff), quantifiers (all some no lone one) that can be used to declare sets 

or for construct quantified expressions, and cardinality expressions (= < > =< >=). 

Alloy has upper level constructors such as signatures, represented sig, which are used to represent sorts 

of similar things. Signatures have attributes and constraints associated. A signature can extend other 

signature, inheriting its attributes and constraints, and if the signature is declared abstract, then Alloy 

doesn’t generate instances of this signature. 

Facts, represented Fact, introduce constraints that are assumed to always hold and can be used for 

specifying signatures constraints. Constructors used on facts basically express relations between sets or 

subsets (delimited by quantifiers). Functions, represented fun, are named expression with declaration 

parameters and a declaration expression as a result invoked by providing an expression for each 

parameter. Predicates, represented pred, are named formula with declaration parameters.  

Assertions, denoted assert, are constraints intended to follow from facts of the model. Assertions doesn’t 

constraint the model, but are checked in the generated model with the command check. Check instructs 

the analyzer to search for counterexamples to a given assertion within a scope. The scope is expressed in 

quantities of individuals for all available signatures or for every signature individually. The run command 

can be used for instructing the analyzer to search for instances of a given predicate or a given function 

within a scope.  

It is possible to “import” libraries, denoted as modules, which encapsulate certain functionality such as 

ordering or integers handling. The importing syntax allows complementing a signature with the 

functionality provided by the library. For example, is possible to indicate that elements of a given 

signature are ordered; the ordering module provides predicates and functions relative to the order of the 

individual in the represented scale. 

                                                           
2
 http://web.mit.edu/emina/www/kodkod.html  

http://web.mit.edu/emina/www/kodkod.html
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3.1.2 Alloy Modeling Capabilities 

Alloy can be used for elaborating static and dynamic models. Static models describe a single state where 

properties are invariant. Facts constraint all possible relations between individuals of the defined 

signatures. Predicates are used to express definitions, i.e. a named pattern showed in a (set of) 

individual(s). For example, it can be defined a predicate that indicates if someone is grandfather from the 

attribute child or parent of the signature person. On the same way, functions return a set of individuals 

that satisfy some conditions. The difference between predicates and functions is that a predicate can be 

true or false, meanwhile a function can return a set empty or not. Both, predicates and functions, accept 

parameters.   

Dynamic models describe transitions between states meanwhile predicates are used for describing 

operations. There are two forms of constructing dynamic models: 1) defining a state signature, or 2) 

embedding variant properties on signatures.  

On the first approach the state signature is defined as ordered and each instance of this signature 

represents a state of the transition model. All the elements that can change on time must be included in 

the signature state. Predicates receiving two parameters representing contiguous states are used to 

indicate valid transitions in the model. These predicates are the equivalent of action predicates and hence 

on its definition must include preconditions and post-conditions; in the post-conditions it must be 

included frame properties, i.e. indications of the things that must remain unaltered.  

On the second approach, the variant properties of a signature are associated to an ordered Time 

signature. This means that dynamic attributes of these individuals might have a different value on each 

time. Transition predicates receive as parameters two time frame instances and one or more individuals 

of the dynamic signatures. It must be indicated the values that change and those that stay unchanged. 

This approach is useful when multiple operations occur simultaneously and affects mainly isolated 

individuals, i.e. in a decentralized way.  

In both cases, a predicate can be used to indicate the initial conditions of the model. A special fact 

denominated traces is used to relate all the consecutive states or time frames indicating the valid 

transitions.  

3.1.3 Alloy Inference  

Through the run command Alloy generates all the possible cases in the given scope. Cases are 

represented by individuals that satisfy the conditions given in their respective signatures. If some of the 

constraints expressed through facts is violated in a given case, then the case is presented as a 

counterexample. Otherwise, the valid models are showed to the user. Alloy provides a visualization tools 

that shows graphically the relations between the individuals generated in a given case or counterexample. 

The visualization tool is very useful because allows to inspect all the possible scenarios generated by the 

model and detect patterns that shouldn’t be valid, leading to the specification of new constraints (facts).   

The check command allows verifying if certain condition of the model is preserved. In negative case, Alloy 

presents the generated counterexamples. Once again, the visualization of counterexamples allows 

identifying the violation conditions and proposing new constraints to avoid them. 
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In dynamic models, it is possible to express the conditions of a desired state through a predicate and use 

this predicate for running a simulation that satisfy such condition in the end, i.e. generating a plan that 

reach the given goal. Actions (predicates) constituting the plan cannot be observed in the simulation but 

only their effects.  

The visualization tool allows to project the model on one or more dimensions (signatures), enabling a 

partial inspection equivalent to the observation of the simulation along a timeline.  

3.2  CCalc 
The Causal Calculator (CCalc) is a system for representing commonsense knowledge about action and 

change. It implements a fragment of the causal logic C+ [Giunchiglia et al, 2004]. The system is being 

maintained by the Texas Action Group at Austin3. The semantics of the language of CCalc is related to 

default logic and logic programming. Computationally, CCalc uses ideas of satisfiability planning. CCalc 

runs over Prolog and connects to a SAT solver for generating the possible plans.  

3.2.1 CCalc Logic 

CCalc uses the nonmonotonic causal logic C+ which through formulas and axioms expresses causal rules. 

This logic advantages to other action description languages by distinguishing between variant and 

invariant symbols and assuming that nothing changes unless there is a cause for it.  

A causal theory in CCalc is constituted by sorts, variables, constants and axioms (causal laws). CCalc allows 

to express sorts of things identified by a single name. A mechanism of simple inheritance is represented 

with the operator >>. For example, Car >> Vehicle is the form of expressing that every car is a 

vehicle. Sorts’ instances are expressed as objects. For example, myCar :: Car.  Variables are typed 

with the defined sorts and are used in the construction of axioms (rules) to indicate the possible values 

that can be used in a given predicate.  

CCalc define constants instead of predicates. Constants are typed too, allowing not only associating 

Boolean values to them but objects (instances of sorts) too, which allows expressing the current value of 

an object property in a given time. Constants can be of type fluent or action. Fluent constants receive any 

kind of value and can be inertial or rigid, depending of its value is allowed to change or not in time. 

Nevertheless, the value of fluent constants doesn’t change unless there is an axiom indicating so. A fluent 

formula is a formula such that all constants occurring in it are fluent constants; meanwhile an action 

formula is a formula that contains at least one action constant and no fluent constants.  

CCalc has a single construct for expressing rules or axioms, called causal laws. Causal laws can express 

static and dynamic laws which relate events occurring in the same time or in consecutive time frames, 

respectively. Causal laws have the general form caused F if G, where F, G and H are formulas. 

Through this formalism CCalc can express static laws (if F and G are fluent formulas), action dynamic laws 

(if F is a fluent formula and G is an action formula), and fluent dynamic laws (if it is added after H to 

the causal law, being H any formula).  

                                                           
3
 Texas Action Group at Austin. http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/tag  

http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/tag
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Time in CCalc is expressed explicitly at two levels: in dynamic causal laws (through the after clause) and on 

the declaration of facts or queries (indicating the time slice, which ranges from 0 to the maxstep variable). 

CCalc represents a state with a set of instantiated fluent formulas and transitions with events that result 

of the instantiation of (action or fluent) dynamic causal laws.  

3.2.2 CCalc Modeling Capabilities 

CCalc provides a set of abbreviations over its general form that synthetically expresses causal axioms. See 

Table 1 for details.  

Table 1. CCalc causal laws abbreviations (axioms). 

Abbreviation General form Meaning 

caused F caused F if T F is caused unconditionally. 

caused F after H caused F if T after H F is caused unconditionally after H. 

constraint F caused  if ¬F F cannot occur. 

constraint F after G caused  if ¬F after G F cannot occur after G occurs. 

rigid c caused  if c  v after c = v 
constraint c = v after c = v 

The fluent constant c doesn’t change of 
value along time. 

always F caused  after ¬F F must always be true. 

nonexecutable F if G caused  after F  G The action formula F cannot be executed 
if G is true. 

F causes G if H caused G after F  H If G is a fluent formula: Action F causes G 
when H is true (conditional effect). 

F causes G if H caused G if F  H If G is an action formula: Action F causes 
another action G to occur when H is true 
(conditional action). 

default F caused F if F F is true unless the opposite is indicated. 

default F if G caused F if F  G F is true conditioned to G, unless other 
value for F is indicated. 

default F if G after H caused F if F  G after H F is true after H conditioned to G, unless 
other value for F is indicated. 

exogenous c caused c = v if c = v 
or default c = v 

Being c an action constant, the action c = 
v can occur independently of a cause for 
it. 

exogenous c if G caused c = v if c = v  G 
or default c = v if G 

Being c an action constant, the action c = 
v can occur independently of a cause for 
it, whenever G is true. 

F may cause G if H caused G if G after F  H 

or default G after F  H 

The effect G (fluent) of action F depends 
on H being true (nondeterministic 
actions). 

F may cause G if H caused G if G  F  H 

or default G if F  H 

The action G occurs along with action F 
when H is true. 

inertial c caused c = v if c = v after c = v The value of c doesn’t change unless 
there is a cause for it. 

inertial c if G caused c = v if c = v after c = v  G 

or default c = v after c = v  G 

The value of c doesn’t change when G is 
true, unless there is a cause for it. 
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caused F if G unless c caused F if G  ¬c 
and default ¬c 

G causes F unless condition c is true. 

caused F if G after H 
unless c 

caused F if G after H  ¬c 
and default ¬c 

F is caused by action H if G unless action c 
had occurred. 

 

CCalc was originally intended to represent action descriptions, which are expressed through a set of 

causal laws. MAD4, described in [Lifschitz and Ren, 2006], is an extension of CCalc that allows writing 

modules for encapsulating actions. MAD modules can be imported in other models and their causal laws 

are adjusted to the current model during the importation.  

In CCalc, an action is described through exogenous, nonexecutable and causes axioms. Exogenous actions 

denote events coming from exterior, i.e. actions not controlled by the system. Nonexecutable axioms 

express constraints for executing an action given the current conditions (the opposite of preconditions). 

Causes axioms describe the effects of the action. Action’s effects can be optionally expressed 

conditionally (if clause) or defeasible (unless clause). Concurrence of actions A and B can be constrained 

with the nonexecutable axiom. The noconcurrency axiom expresses that only one action can occur at one 

time.  

Fluents are used to express objects’ properties or attributes, as well as general conditions of the system. 

Fluents are defined as inertial (if they don’t change unless there is a reason for it), or rigid (if they cannot 

change in time). Default axioms allow expressing assumptions in the absence of causal laws that indicate 

the current value of a fluent (given the current or previous conditions). Invariant properties are expressed 

with the always clause; meanwhile static and dynamic constraints can be expressed with the respective 

axioms.  

In a causal theory can be expressed conditions or actions occurring in a given time step. This is indicated 

preceding an instantiated formula with the time step followed by colon (:). 

3.2.3 CCalc Inference  

CCalc inference is performed through queries. Queries definitions consists on a scope (number or range of 

steps for finding a solution), conditions on the initial state (0:), conditions in the final state (maxstep:) and 

any action or condition occurring in the middle (N:).  

Queries allow performing three types of inference: prediction, postdiction and planning. A prediction 

query provides an initial state and a sequence of actions, CCalc calculates the conditions after the 

execution of each action and hence the final state. A postdiction query expresses an incomplete initial 

state, some actions and the final state, CCalc determines additional initial conditions required for 

achieving the final state. In a planning query the initial state and the final state are given, CCalc 

determines a valid sequence of actions for achieving the final state given the initial conditions.  

If some condition is not satisfied, i.e. the atom  is produced by some rule, the theory is not satisfied. 

Otherwise, CCalc shows the sequence of states and actions occurring in the solution. States are described 

                                                           
4
 Modular Action Description Language (MAD). http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~tag/mad/  

http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~tag/mad/
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by instantiated fluent constants with their current values; affirmative Boolean constants are listed 

meanwhile negated ones don’t. If an action occurs between two states then this is showed between the 

listing of both states.  

4. Modeling the Publications Auditing Domain 
During our research, Alloy was used for modeling the properties of the domain and for determining the 

constraints that should be expressed in order to generate models fitting the real world. Its graphical tools 

and processing speed were really valuable during the modeling process. 

On the other hand, CCalc was used for modeling the process involved in the auditing process. Its 

capabilities for expressing actions and frame conditions reduced the quantity of code necessary for the 

specification. Modeling since the MultiAgents System perspective allowed expressing interactions at the 

interior of the system (agents’ communication and actions) and events produced in the exterior (at the 

information system).  

4.1  Domain Modeling with Alloy 
Alloy capabilities were used for modeling static and dynamic aspects of the domain.  

4.1.1 Alloy Static Modeling 

Alloy’s constructors for signatures allowed expressing the classes of objects in our domain. See for 

instance the declaration of the Publications taxonomy in Listing 1. Attributes declared in Publication are 

inherited by the signatures extending it. Nevertheless, some constraints can be added like in the case of 

Thesis, which restrict the cardinality and the type of person associated through the property author. 

abstract sig Publication {  

 id: one PubID,  

 title : one Title,   

 author: some Person,   

 year: one Year,  

 status : one Status 

} 

 

sig JournalArticle extends Publication {  

 publishedIn: one Journal 

} 

 

sig InProceedingsArticle extends Publication {  

 publishedIn: one Proceedings 

} 

 

sig Thesis extends Publication { 

 advisor: one Professor,  

 publishedIn: one Institution,  

 level: one StudyLevel  

}  { 

 one author and  

 all a: Person | a in author => a in Student 

} 

Listing 1. Taxonomy of publications in Alloy 

Constants were expressed using singleton sets extending the type to which they should belong. For 

example, Listing 2 shows the declaration of the constants representing the possible publication status. In 

the same listing can be seen the inclusion of the ordering module and its application to the signature 

Year. The predicate next provided by the ordering module was used for defining and ordering constants 

representing the last, current and next year.  

one sig InProgress, Accepted, Published extends Status {} 

 

open util/ordering[Year] 

 

one sig CurrentYear, NextYear, LastYear extends Year {} 

fact { 

  CurrentYear in LastYear.next  
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  NextYear  in CurrentYear.next  

} 
Listing 2. Constants and ordering in Alloy 

Deterministic consistency rules were expressed through predicates indicating the possible inconsistencies. 

In Listing 3 can be seen two examples of inconsistency predicates. The similarity between publications 

uses simple comparison between titles, but given that titles are defined as signatures it is possible to use 

a similarity attribute that identifies other similar titles. 

pred samePublication[p1, p2: Publication] { 

 p1 != p2 

 p1.title = p2.title and p1.year = p2.year 

 all a: Person | a in p1.author <=> a in p2.author 

} 

 

pred YearStatusCorrespondence[p: Publication] { 

 (p.status = InProgress) => gte[p.year, CurrentYear] 

 (p.status = Accepted) => p.year == CurrentYear or p.year == NextYear  

 (p.status = Published) => lte[p.year, CurrentYear] 

} 
Listing 3. Inconsistency predicates in Alloy 

4.1.2 Alloy Dynamic Modeling 

Additionally Alloy was used for modeling dynamic aspects of the repository and its operations. Listing 4 

shows the definition of the Repository signature as an ordered signature that identifies the set of 

publications records stored in it.  

open util/ordering[Repository] as ro  

 

sig Repository { 

 contains: set Publication 

} 

 

fun pubsInRep[r: Repository]: set Publication { r.contains } 

 

fun pubsRemainingRep[r: Repository, p: Publication]: set Publication { r.contains - p} 

Listing 4. Repository representation in Alloy 

In this listing can be seen two functions that provide information of the repository; the former return the 

set of publications stored, meanwhile the latter returns the same set excluding a given publication.  

Given that Alloy doesn’t allow to create new instances on execution time the publications are constructed 

since the model generation and it is simulated their insertion, deletion and modification by introducing 

and extracting them from the Repository instance representing the state. Listing 5 shows the operations 

for adding and changing a publication in the repository. It can be observed how r and r’ are used for relate 

two repository states and how are defined the preconditions and postconditions of each operation. 

Preconditions are Boolean formulas that must be true for the operation taking place. Postconditions, even 

when are Boolean formulas too, use sets notation which makes them more intuitive. 

pred addPublication[r, r': Repository, p: Publication] { 

    //Precondition 

 some p2: Publication | p.id = p2.id => p2 not in r.contains  

 p not in r.contains  

    //Postcondition  

 r'.contains = r.contains + p 

} 
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pred changePublication[r, r': Repository, p1, p2: Publication] { 

 // Preconditions 

 p1 != p2 and p1.id = p2.id  

 p1 in r.contains and p2 not in r.contains  

 // Postconditions  

 r'.contains = r.contains - p1 + p2 

} 
Listing 5. Repository operations in Alloy 

Listing 6 shows the traces fact that controls the simulation by indicating the valid transitions between 

states. It can be seen that there are four valid operations between consecutive repository states 

(r’=r.next). In Listing 6 can be seen too an example of an initialization; this in particular indicates that the 

repository contains all the publications generated and that their identifiers are distinct between each 

other.  

fact traces { 

 all r: Repository - ro/last | let r' = r.next | one p: Publication | some p2: Publication 

| 

  addPublication[r, r', p] or deletePublication[r, r', p]   

  or changePublication[r, r', p,  p2]  or changeYearPublication[r, r', p, p2] 

} 

 

fact initRepository { 

 let r = (ro/first) | all p: r.contains | all p2: r.contains - p | p.id != p2.id  

} 

Listing 6. Simulation control in Alloy 

Finally, the definition of repository consistency is given through a two predicates shown in Listing 7.  The 

former define the consistency of a single publication meanwhile the latter defines the consistency of the 

entire repository in function of the consistency of the contained publications. 

pred IsConsistent[r: Repository, p: Publication] { 

 p in r.contains  

 YearStatusCorrespondence[p] 

 all p2: pubsRemainingRep[r, p] |  

  not samePublication[p, p2] and not sameThesis[p, p2] and p.id != p2.id 

} 

 

pred AllConsistent[r: Repository] { 

 all p: r.contains | IsConsistent[r, p] 

} 

Listing 7. Repository consistency definition. 

4.1.3 Alloy Inference and Simulation on Repository Definitions 

The first test made with Alloy was to determine if the definitions would generate a valid models. The 

following command in particular generates valid examples of a single Repository state where all the 

publications are contained in the repository and the repository is consistent.  

run {AllConsistent[ro/last] and all p: Publication | p in (ro/last).contains } for 3 but 1 

Repository 

 

Alloy visualizer presents a graphical representation of the cases that satisfy the model conditions. An 

example of one of these cases is shown in Figure 7. If Alloy cannot generate a single case it means that 

those facts (constraints) defined in the model are in conflict.  
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Figure 7. Visualizaton of a consistent repository containing three thesis records. 

The next task was defining individuals or instances that would be validated in the model. This was done 

through singleton signatures (similar to constants). Listing 8 shows the declaration of two thesis records 

with the respective declaration of constants. Records properties are set through simple equalities; it can 

be seen that the syntax used is similar to that used on structured programming.  

one sig id_100, id_101, id_102 extends PubID {} 

one sig hgceballos extends Student {} 

one sig rbrena, fcantu extends Professor {} 

one sig thesis_m extends Thesis {}  { 

 id = id_100 

 title = TitleM  

 level = Master 

 author = hgceballos  

 advisor = rbrena  

 status = Published 

 year = LastYear  

 publishedIn = ITESM 

} 

one sig ITESM extends Institution {} 

one sig TitleM, TitleD extends Title {} 

one sig thesis_m_dup extends Thesis {}  { 

 id = id_102 

 title = TitleM  

 level = Master 

 author = hgceballos  

 advisor = rbrena  

 status = Published 

 year = LastYear  

 publishedIn = ITESM 

} 

Listing 8. Definition of instances in Alloy 

Additionally, the initial conditions for the repository were given through a set of facts (see Listing 9). The 

former fact indicates to Alloy that should not generate more objects of the type Publications. The second 

indicates the initial content of the repository. 

fact Init { 

 // only exist the declared publications  

 Publication = thesis_m + thesis_d + thesis_d_inc + thesis_m_dup  

 // Initial state 

 (ro/first).contains = thesis_m + thesis_d_inc + thesis_m_dup  

} 

Listing 9. Initialization of instances 

The detection of inconsistencies is made through asserts. Listing 10 shows the assertions defined for 

detecting the inconsistencies defined in Listing 3. These assertions verify every state of the repository 

through auxiliary predicates, samePublication and YearStatusCorrespondence respectively. Not that these 

conditions are expressed as assertions not as facts. If they were given as facts this would have avoided to 

generate cases, or evaluate examples, containing inconsistencies. 

assert assert_duplicated_pub { 

 all r: Repository | all disj p1, p2: pubsInRep[r] |  

  not samePublication[p1, p2] 

} 
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assert assert_year_consistent { 

 all r: Repository | all disj p: pubsInRep[r] |  

  YearStatusCorrespondence[p] 

} 

Listing 10. Verification of the existence of inconsistencies in the repository 

In order to evaluate an inconsistency of type year-status in a given case or example, the following 

command can be issue.  

Check assert_year_consistent for 1 

 

Alloy generates cases with all what is not explicitly stated on the example and the initialization. Assuming 

that the information given in the example is sufficient, Alloy generates those cases where the 

inconsistency evaluated arises. An example of the visualization of the inconsistency found is shown in 

Figure 8. In the visualization can be seen labels $assert_year_inconsistent_r and 

$assert_year_consistent_p signaling the repository and the publication that produces the inconsistency, 

according to the assert definition.  

 

Figure 8. Visualization of an inconsistency example. 

The last task was generating a recovery plan for a given example or scenario. The following command 

asks Alloy to generate the possible models where the last state of the repository is consistent. The scope 

indicates the number of states that should have the solution.  

run {AllConsistent[ro/last]} for 3 

 

Our particular example requires at least two operations for recovering the consistency of the repository 

given an inconsistency in the initial state. Remember that actions are not concurrent, hence the solution 

must have at least three states. The output provided by Alloy for the previous command is shown in 

Listing 11. On it can be seen the number of variables and clauses generated, as well as the consumed 

time.  
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Executing "Run run$11 for 3" 

   Solver=sat4j Bitwidth=4 MaxSeq=3 SkolemDepth=1 Symmetry=20 

   1660 vars. 138 primary vars. 3546 clauses. 62ms. 

   Instance found. Predicate is consistent. 16ms. 

Listing 11. Output of the generated plan. 

Alloy visualizer allows inspecting all the solutions found; each solution is a possible plan. The visualizer 

allows projecting the solution over a dimension given by a set of signatures. In our case, the dimension 

was given by the Repository signature. Figure 9 shows partial views of the projected simulation on the 

three stages. In the boxes representing the publications can be observed the label (contains) that 

indicates which publications are contained in the repository in the current state. 

 

Figure 9. Projected visualization of a recovery plan. 

The actions (predicates) that produce the transition between states are not explicitly shown, but for 

illustrative purposes are included in the figure. These actions are deduced from the changes produced 

from one state to the other.  

4.1.4 Results of Alloy Modeling and Inferring 

Static modeling of Alloy is similar to the object oriented paradigm so it is easier for a programmer 

accustomed to structured programming to model with this language in comparison with other logic 

languages. Nevertheless is necessary to understand the operators and their use for making correct 

declarations. Incorrect declarations lead to the impossibility for generating a valid example. Like any logic, 

Alloy is not capable of determining “where” the error is or which the conflicting facts are.  
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Additionally, the visualization tool eases the evaluation of the cases generated from the codified model 

and speed up its refinement. Observing a non valid condition graphically eases the design of a fact that 

constraint the issue.  

In the case of the dynamic modeling, the definition of frame conditions is a hard task. And even when the 

valid transitions are given, other relations change without reason in order to satisfy the model 

constraints. So defining all the possible frame conditions was not completely achieved.  

The generation of recovery plans was successful. Nevertheless, Alloy generated valid plans where 

consistent publications were removed from the repository too. It was necessary to select plans where the 

information in the repository was preserved. 

4.2  Multiagents System Modeling with CCalc 
CCalc use was oriented to modeling of the agents constituting the proposed Multiagents System and the 

interactions between them. Modeling was divided in three sections: the MAS framework, the domain and 

the actions. Agents modeling followed the definitions of DICL [Poole, 1997]. CCalc enabled running 

simulations of the model and generating plans for a given goal.  

4.2.1 MAS framework modeling in CCalc 

The MAS framework was defined with some basic elements shown in Listing 12.There are defined three 

sorts representing intelligent agents (agent), beliefs of the agents (belief) and objects of the domain 

(entity). FIPA ACL5 support for expressing messages was included through the indication of performatives 

such as INFORM. Variables used in the axioms were defined too.  

%% Basic classes 

:- sorts    

 agent; 

 belief; 

 entity. 

 

%% ACL framework 

:- sorts 

 aclPerformative >> aclInform. 

  

% Framework variables. 

:- variables 

 AG  :: agent; 

 BEL  :: belief; 

 ACL_INF  :: aclInform. 

 

% Singleton objects 

:- objects 

 acl_inf :: aclInform. 

Listing 12. MAS Framework definitions. 

4.2.2 Domain modeling in CCalc 

In the domain modeling were included classes of agents, type of beliefs and discourse objects like 

publications, inconsistencies and persons. Discourse objects are used during the agents communication 

and reasoning and are defined without properties (see Listing 13). 

                                                           
5
 FIPA Agent Communication Language Specifications. http://www.fipa.org/repository/aclspecs.html  

http://www.fipa.org/repository/aclspecs.html
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:- sorts   

 entity >> publication;  entity >> inconsistency; entity >> correction; entity >> person. 

Listing 13. Discourse objects sorts. 

Unlike Alloy, in CCalc the declaration of a type of object is made separately through sort and constants. 

For example, Listing 14 shows the declarations required for defining the LogMonitor agent class. The 

agent class is a “subclass” of the sort agent, defined in the framework. According to DICL, an agent has 

observables (beliefs) and can perform actions; both are defined through constants were, by convention, 

the first argument identify the agent class. Observables are defined as inertial fluents (can be true or false 

in time); meanwhile actions identifiers are defined as exogenous actions (controlled by the agent itself). 

Additional characteristics can be expressed through fluents, as in the case of the inertial fluent included at 

the end of Listing 14 that expresses the capability of an auditor agent for checking some kind of 

inconsistency.  

:- sorts    

 agent >> agLogMonitor. 

 

:- constants 

 believes(agLogMonitor, belNewPublication, publication, person) :: inertialFluent; 

 actInform(agLogMonitor, agRepGuardian, belNewPublication, publication, person):: exogenousAction. 

 

:- constants 

 checks(agAuditor, inconsistency) :: inertialFluent. 

Listing 14. Agent class definiton. 

External events to the MAS are defined and controlled through two constants: a fluent identifying the 

occurrence of the event (controlled on the execution) and an action identifying the consequences of the 

event. See in Listing 15 the constants used for describing the insertion of a new publication. 

:- constants 

 exNewPublication(publication, person) :: inertialFluent; 

 evNewPublication(publication, person) :: exogenousAction. 

 

Listing 15. New publication event constants. 

Beliefs are represented through sorts and objects. Specific kinds of beliefs are declared as subclasses of 

the sort belief. This type of declaration requires defining a variable (used in the axioms) and an object 

(used in the simulation) for each type of belief defined; see Listing 16.  

:- sorts   

 belief >> belNewPublication. 

 

:- variables 

 BNP :: belNewPublication. 

 

:- objects 

 newPub :: belNewPublication. 

Listing 16. Beliefs representation. 

The representation of beliefs and agents classes allows reducing the branching factor during modeling. 

Remember that at this point we were using CCalc to define the observables and actions that each agent 

should implement. For example consider the declaration of a generic believes constant illustrated in 
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Listing 17. This constant allows the express the belief B of an agent AG about the event E. Nevertheless, 

the number of clauses grows due to the possible combinations that allow this construction.  

:- constants 

 believes(AG, B, E) :: inertialFluent. 
Listing 17. Generic representation of a belief. 

Agent’s beliefs are initialized on time 0 as can be seen in Listing 18. The syntax indicates that for every 

LogMonitor LM agent and every publication P, LM doesn’t believe that P is a new publication (BNP) 

recorded by some person PER.  

0: [/\ LM  /\ P | -believes(LM, BNP, P, PER)]. 

Listing 18. Belief initialization on time 0. 

4.2.3 Actions modeling in CCalc 

Definition of actions requires the use of variables. These variables are typed and this typing is used for 

indicating the type of object that can be used with a given constant. The declaration of some variables is 

show in Listing 19. 

:- variables 

 LM :: agLogMonitor; 

 RG :: agRepGuardian; 

 AUD :: agAuditor; 

 CO :: agCorrector; 

 NO :: agNotifier;  

 US :: agUser. 

:- variables 

 P :: publication; 

 INC :: inconsistency; 

 COR :: correction; 

 PER :: person. 

Listing 19. Variables definition. 

The effects of an external event are expressed with the causal laws shown in Listing 20. The first indicates 

that it is necessary exNewPublication to be true for triggering the event. The second indicates the effect 

of the event: the LogMonitor agents believes that there is a new publication P registered by PER.  

nonexecutable evNewPublication(P, PER)  

 if -exNewPublication(P, PER). 

 

evNewPublication(P, PER)  

 causes believes(LM, BNP, P, PER), -exNewPublication(P, PER). 

Listing 20. External event effect. 

Changes in the internal state of an agent can be expressed through fluent dynamic causal laws like the 

one shown in Listing 21. In the example, the LogMonitor agent generates an ACL message to inform to the 

RepositoryGuardian agent that a new publication has been registered in the system.  

 caused aclMessage(LM, RG, ACL_INF, BNP, P, PER), -believes(LM, BNP, P, PER) 

 after believes(LM, BNP, P, PER). 

Listing 21. An internal state transition. 

The description of the inform action performed by the LogMonitor agent is illustrated in Listing 22. The 

first causal law indicates the preconditions (negated) for the execution of the action. The second indicates 

the effects of the action.  

 nonexecutable actInform(LM, RG, BNP, P, PER)  

 if -aclMessage(LM, RG, ACL_INF, BNP, P, PER). 
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 actInform(LM, RG, BNP, P, PER)  

 causes -aclMessage(LM, RG, ACL_INF, BNP, P, PER) & believes(RG, BNA, P, PER). 
Listing 22. An inform action description. 

Unless any CCalc quantification syntax such as /\ or \/ is used, all variables in the causal law are quantified 

universally. For this reason is necessary to include quantification when exist more than one instance of a 

given sort and we want to express an action that affects a single instance. In Listing 23 is shown an 

example of this kind of causal law.  

 nonexecutable actInform(AUD, RG, BNR, P)  

 if -[\/ INC \/ CO | believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO) & believes(AUD, BNR, P, INC)]. 

 

 caused believes(RG, BNR, P, AUD), -believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO), -believes(AUD, BNR, P, INC) 

 after believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO) & believes(AUD, BNR, P, INC) & 

 actInform(AUD, RG, BNR, P). 

Listing 23. A request action description. 

The last action description shows the preconditions for an Auditor agent to inform the 

RepositoryGuardian agent that the publication P is inconsistent (INC) but has no correction (BNR). The 

effect of an inform action is that the RepositoryGuardian believes that what is informed by the Auditor 

agent is true. 

4.2.4 MAS simulation with CCalc 

In order to perform a simulation in CCalc, some instances of the defined sorts must be declared. This is 

done through the objects section, as shown in Listing 24. 

:- objects 

 lm   :: agLogMonitor; 

 rg   :: agRepGuardian; 

 aud1, aud2  :: agAuditor; 

 co  :: agCorrector; 

 no  :: agNotifier; 

 us  :: agUser. 

:- objects 

 p1, p2  :: publication; 

 duplicated :: inconsistency; 

 status  :: inconsistency; 

 changeStatus :: correction;  

 per, per2 :: person. 

 

Listing 24. Instances definition. 

Invariant properties initialization is done through unconditional static causal laws as illustrated in Listing 

25. This type of causal laws indicates that what is stated is always true (anytime). In this case we are 

specifying the type of tests or checking that a particular auditor agent can perform. aud1 can check 

duplicity inconsistencies but cannot detect status inconsistencies, meanwhile aud2 is the opposite case.  

 caused checks(aud1, duplicated), -checks(aud1, status). 

 

 caused checks(aud2, status), -checks(aud2, duplicated). 

Listing 25. Invariant properties initialization. 

The description of queries in CCalc was used with two purposes: 1) determining the observables and 

actions that each agent should control to achieve a given goal, and 2) validating the generated plans. In 

both cases was necessary to specify an initial state.  

In Listing 26 can be seen the initializations preceded by the time indicator 0. In this example, it is 

expressed the insertion of the publication p1 in the repository and that p1 is known to be a priori 

inconsistent on the status.  
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:- query  

 label :: 3; 

 maxstep :: 15; 

 0: exNewPublication(p1, per), -exNewPublication(p1, per2); 

 0: -exNewPublication(p2, per), -exNewPublication(p2, per2); 

 0: aprioriInconsistent(p1, status), -aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated); 

 0: -aprioriInconsistent(p2, status), -aprioriInconsistent(p2, duplicated); 

 0: evNewPublication(p1, per); 

 2: actInform(lm, rg, newPub, p1, per); 

 3: actRequestAudit(rg, aud2, p1, per), actRequestAudit(rg, aud1, p1, per); 

 6: actInform(aud1, rg, pubOK, p1); 

 6: actRequestCorrection(aud2, co, p1, status, per); 

 7: actCorrect(co, p1); 

 8: actRequestNotify(co, no, corrected, p1, status, changeStatus, per); 

 9: actNotify(no, us, p1, status, changeStatus); 

10: actInform(co, aud2, corrected, p1); 

12: actInform(aud2, rg, pubOK, p1). 

Listing 26. Fully guided auditing of a publication. 

This query is labeled with the identifier 3 and has 15 time steps. In the query are specified the actions 

occurring at different time steps. Alloy generates valid models for this query when is executed. If no 

model is generated is because some precondition is not set in the specified time step. If some additional 

action can be executed, then it is added by Alloy.  

Query in Listing 27 performs planning inference. On the initial state are specified that two new 

publications have been inserted in the repository, each one with a different type of inconsistency. The 

goal is expressed in the step previous to the last by indicating that the RepositoryGuardian must believe 

that both publications were audited and that the User agent of the person responsible for p2 was notified 

of the automatic correction of its inconsistency.  

:- query  

 label :: 4; 

 maxstep :: 15; 

 0: exNewPublication(p1, per), -exNewPublication(p1, per2); 

 0: exNewPublication(p2, per), -exNewPublication(p2, per2); 

 0: -aprioriInconsistent(p1, status), aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated); 

 0: aprioriInconsistent(p2, status), -aprioriInconsistent(p2, duplicated); 

 maxstep-1: believes(rg, audited, p1), believes(rg, audited, p2),  believes(us, corrected, p2, 

status, changeStatus). 

Listing 27. Auditing plan generation. 

CCalc generates a plan when the query is executed in Prolog. The result of this execution is shown in 

Listing 28. CCalc shows the description of each time step and between them shows the actions executed. 

By default, concurrency is allowed hence is possible to observe multiple actions occurring in the 

simulation. In time step 14 the goal is achieved. 

?- query 4. 

% Shifting atoms and clauses... done. (0.03 seconds) 

% After shifting: 6152 atoms (including new atoms), 26417 clauses 

% Writing input clauses... done.  (0.39 seconds) 

% Calling sato 3.2... done. 

% Reading output file(s) from SAT solver... done. 

% Solution time: 0.48 seconds (prep 0.03 seconds, search 0.46 seconds) 

 

0:  exNewPublication(p1, per)  exNewPublication(p2, per)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  checks(aud2, 

status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  

aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

ACTIONS:  evNewPublication(p1, per)  evNewPublication(p2, per)   
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1:  believes(lm, newPub, p1, per)  believes(lm, newPub, p2, per)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  

checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, 

duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

2:  aclMessage(lm, rg, acl_inf, newPub, p1, per)  aclMessage(lm, rg, acl_inf, newPub, p2, per)  

checks(aud1, duplicated)  checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  

aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actInform(lm, rg, newPub, p1, per)  actInform(lm, rg, newPub, p2, per)   

 

3:  believes(rg, needAudit, p1, per)  believes(rg, needAudit, p2, per)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  

checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, 

duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actRequestAudit(rg, aud1, p2, per)  actRequestAudit(rg, aud2, p1, per)  

actRequestAudit(rg, aud2, p2, per)   

 

4:  believes(rg, needAudit, p1, per)  believes(rg, needAudit, p2, per)  believes(rg, inAudit, p1, 

aud2)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud2)  believes(aud1, needAudit, 

p2, per)  believes(aud2, needAudit, p1, per)  believes(aud2, needAudit, p2, per)  checks(aud1, 

duplicated)  checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  

aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actRequestAudit(rg, aud1, p1, per)  actAudit(aud1, p2)  actAudit(aud2, p1)  

actAudit(aud2, p2)   

 

5:  believes(rg, needAudit, p1, per)  believes(rg, inAudit, p1, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p1, 

aud2)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud2)  believes(aud1, needAudit, 

p1, per)  believes(aud1, pubOK, p2)  believes(aud2, pubOK, p1)  believes(aud2, pubBAD, p2, status, 

per)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, 

changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actAudit(aud1, p1)  actRequestCorrection(aud2, co, p2, status, per)  actInform(aud2, rg, 

pubOK, p1)   

 

6:  believes(rg, inAudit, p1, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p1, aud2)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, 

aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud2)  believes(rg, pubOK, p1, aud2)  believes(aud1, pubOK, p2)  

believes(aud1, pubBAD, p1, duplicated, per)  believes(aud2, inCorrection, p2, status, co)  

believes(co, needCorrection, p2, status, aud2, per)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  checks(aud2, 

status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  

aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actRequestCorrection(aud1, co, p1, duplicated, per)   

 

7:  believes(rg, inAudit, p1, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, 

aud2)  believes(rg, audited, p1, aud2)  believes(aud1, pubOK, p2)  believes(aud1, inCorrection, 

p1, duplicated, co)  believes(aud2, inCorrection, p2, status, co)  believes(co, needCorrection, 

p1, duplicated, aud1, per)  believes(co, needCorrection, p2, status, aud2, per)  checks(aud1, 

duplicated)  checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  

aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actCorrect(co, p2)  actRequestNotify(co, no, needCorrection, p1, duplicated, per)   

 

8:  believes(rg, inAudit, p1, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, 

aud2)  believes(rg, audited, p1, aud2)  believes(aud1, pubOK, p2)  believes(aud1, inCorrection, 

p1, duplicated, co)  believes(aud2, inCorrection, p2, status, co)  believes(co, needCorrection, 

p2, status, aud2, per)  believes(co, corrected, p2, changeStatus)  believes(co, noCorrection, p1, 

duplicated, per, aud1)  believes(no, needNotify, needCorrection, p1, duplicated, per)  

checks(aud1, duplicated)  checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  

aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actInform(co, aud1, noCorrection, p1)  actRequestNotify(co, no, corrected, p2, status, 

changeStatus, per)  actNotify(no, us, needCorrection, p1, duplicated)   

 

9:  believes(rg, inAudit, p1, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, 

aud2)  believes(rg, audited, p1, aud2)  believes(aud1, pubOK, p2)  believes(aud1, inCorrection, 

p1, duplicated, co)  believes(aud2, inCorrection, p2, status, co)  believes(aud1, noCorrection, 

p1, duplicated)  believes(co, needCorrection, p2, status, aud2, per)  believes(co, corrected, p2, 

changeStatus)  believes(co, notified, p2, status, changeStatus)  believes(no, needNotify, 

corrected, p2, status, changeStatus, per)  believes(us, needCorrection, p1, duplicated)  

aclMessage(no, us, acl_inf, corrected, p2, status, changeStatus)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  
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checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, 

duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actInform(aud1, rg, noCorrection, p1)  actInform(co, aud2, corrected, p2)   

 

10:  believes(rg, inAudit, p1, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, 

aud2)  believes(rg, audited, p1, aud2)  believes(rg, noCorrection, p1, aud1)  believes(aud1, 

pubOK, p2)  believes(aud2, inCorrection, p2, status, co)  believes(aud2, corrected, p2, 

changeStatus)  believes(us, needCorrection, p1, duplicated)  aclMessage(no, us, acl_inf, 

corrected, p2, status, changeStatus)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, 

per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  

aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

11:  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud2)  believes(rg, audited, p1, 

aud1)  believes(rg, audited, p1, aud2)  believes(aud1, pubOK, p2)  believes(aud2, pubOK, p2)  

believes(us, needCorrection, p1, duplicated)  aclMessage(no, us, acl_inf, corrected, p2, status, 

changeStatus)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  

correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, 

status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actInform(aud1, rg, pubOK, p2)  actInform(aud2, rg, pubOK, p2)   

 

12:  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud1)  believes(rg, inAudit, p2, aud2)  believes(rg, pubOK, p2, 

aud1)  believes(rg, pubOK, p2, aud2)  believes(rg, audited, p1)  believes(us, needCorrection, p1, 

duplicated)  aclMessage(no, us, acl_inf, corrected, p2, status, changeStatus)  checks(aud1, 

duplicated)  checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  

aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

13:  believes(rg, audited, p2, aud1)  believes(rg, audited, p2, aud2)  believes(rg, audited, p1)  

believes(us, needCorrection, p1, duplicated)  aclMessage(no, us, acl_inf, corrected, p2, status, 

changeStatus)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  

correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, 

status)   

 

ACTIONS:  actNotify(no, us, p2, status, changeStatus)   

 

14:  believes(rg, audited, p1)  believes(rg, audited, p2)  believes(us, corrected, p2, status, 

changeStatus)  believes(us, needCorrection, p1, duplicated)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  

checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, 

duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

15:  believes(rg, audited, p1)  believes(rg, audited, p2)  believes(us, corrected, p2, status, 

changeStatus)  believes(us, needCorrection, p1, duplicated)  checks(aud1, duplicated)  

checks(aud2, status)  serves(us, per)  correctedBy(status, changeStatus)  aprioriInconsistent(p1, 

duplicated)  aprioriInconsistent(p2, status)   

 

 

true . 

Listing 28. Execution of query 4 in Prolog. 

4.2.5 Results of CCalc modeling and simulation 

Even when it would be possible to model the details of publications and inconsistency definitions, the 

main strength of CCalc is on modeling the dynamics of the model. Hence we concentrated on the agents’ 

description and interactions and domain objects’ modeling was as abstract as possible. 

Agent classes’ modeling was made progressively. First were defined the agents’ classes, then their 

characteristics necessary for solving the problem. The communication protocol, defined in terms of 

inform and request messages, guided the specification of the agents (see Figure 6). For each agent, action 

and fluent constants were added for expressing the communication with other agents and the transitions 

on its internal state.  

Each change to the model was verified with the construction and execution of a predictive and a planning 

query (as those illustrated in Listings 26 and 27). The first assured that the desired sequence of actions 
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was feasible. The second allowed detecting side effects and necessary preconditions for the success of the 

plan. Side effects like the triggering of actions that shouldn’t be triggered a second time were avoided by 

adding constraints on their execution.  

A correct understanding of CCalc variables quantification in causal laws allowed preparing the system for 

concurrent operation. This can be seen in the execution of query 4, where two publications are audited 

simultaneously. 

Even when the main aspects of Poole’s DICL were used for the construction of MAS, aspects as strategies 

and utility based decision were not modeled. The model was made from the MAS perspective so it would 

be cumbersome specifying the internal mental process of every agent for deciding which action would 

provide the highest utility.  

Nevertheless, simulations with planning queries would allow calculating the best decision for each agent 

under certain conditions. For example, if an Auditor agent must decide between sending to automatic 

correction an inconsistent publication or notifying the author of the inconsistency, the agent should 

choose the action that maximizes the consistency of the publication. This calculation would require 

probabilistic quantification which is not provided by CCalc.  

5. Conclusions 
Alloy and CCalc demonstrated to be useful tools in the modeling and construction of the solution to a 

given problem in a specific domain. Both tools use SAT solvers which makes them very efficient for an 

agile testing and execution.  

Alloy’s compatibility with the Object Oriented Paradigm eased the modeling of the domain. Beyond that 

similarity, Alloy permitted to express internal conditions that should be satisfied in every instance of a 

given class. Its rich set of operators and constructors allowed to make complex definitions in a few lines. 

Its tools for visualizing the cases generated eased the specification of domain constraints.  

Nevertheless, even when Alloy provides the facilities for representing dynamic models, the specification 

of frame conditions was cumbersome. In order to satisfy the model, Alloy produces changes during the 

execution that must be controlled with more frame conditions. Besides, tracking the operations 

performed during a simulation requires analyzing every two consecutive states, which is not necessary 

with CCalc due to its printing of the executed actions. 

CCalc demonstrated superiority in the specification of frame conditions through the notions of causal laws 

and inertial fluents. Its abbreviations for expressing causal laws provided an easy implementation (and 

reading) of the model. Its support for specifying and monitoring concurrency was remarkable.  

In both languages was possible to generate plans towards a given goal and evaluate given scenarios. The 

Alloy model will permit to evaluate a set of similar publications extracted from the database and evaluate 

their consistency (in a single state scenario). The CCalc model will allow generating plans that a set of 

agents should follow in order to auditing and correcting automatically a set of publications.  
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Apendix A. Alloy code for publications auditing. 
/********************************************* 

 * M.S. Héctor G. Ceballos (ceballos@itesm.mx) 

 * Dr. Ramon Brena (ramon.brena@itesm.mx) 

 * DTC, Tecnologico de Monterrey, Campus Monterrey 

 *  

 * Publications repository consistency evaluation. 

 *********************************************/ 

 

/********************************************* 

 * Imports: Ordered signatures 

 *********************************************/ 

 

// Years are ordered. 

open util/ordering[Year] 

 

// The repository state is used to model a dynamic environment. 

open util/ordering[Repository] as ro 

 

 

/********************************************* 

 * Static domain schemas 

 *********************************************/ 

 

// Tipos de personas 

abstract sig Person {} 

sig Professor, Employee, Student, Auditor extends Person {} 

 

// Year 

sig Year { } 

 

// Title 

sig Title { 

 similarTo: Title 

}  

 

// Used to associate Thesis to a level of studies. 

abstract sig StudyLevel {} 

 

// Publications status 

abstract sig Status {} 

 

// Forums where a work can be published: journals, proceedings, etc. 

abstract sig Forum {} 

 

// Journals 

abstract sig Journal extends Forum { } 

sig IndizedJournal, ArbitredJournal, DivulgeJournal extends Journal {} 

 

// Institutions support the publication of a Thesis 

sig Institution extends Forum {} 

 

// Editorials 

sig Editorial extends Forum {} 

 

// Conference 

sig Proceedings extends Forum {} 

 

// Publication ID 

sig PubID {} 

 

// Any type of publication 

abstract sig Publication {  

 id: one PubID, // a publication is identified by a unique ID in the repository. 

 title : one Title,  // is it possible to associate it to a String? 

 author: some Person,  // A publication has at least one author 

 year: one Year, // The publication year 

 status : one Status // The current status of the publication. 

} 
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//fact {all disj p1,p2: Publication | p1.title != p2.title} 

 

// Journal articles are a concrete type of publication published in Journals 

sig JournalArticle extends Publication {  

 publishedIn: one Journal, 

} 

 

// In proceedings articles are a concrete type of publication published in proceedings 

sig InProceedingsArticle extends Publication {  

 publishedIn: one Proceedings, 

} 

 

// Thesis is a type of publication 

sig Thesis extends Publication { 

 advisor: one Professor,  

    publishedIn: one Institution,  

 level: one StudyLevel 

}  { 

 one author and 

  all a: Person | a in author => a in Student 

} 

 

/********************************************* 

 * Dynamic domain schemas 

 *********************************************/ 

 

// The repository represents the dynamic state of the system. 

sig Repository { 

 contains: set Publication,  // Keeps track of the publications currently stored in 

the repository 

} 

 

fact initRepository { 

 let r = (ro/first) | all p: r.contains | all p2: r.contains - p |  

  p.id != p2.id  

} 

 

 

/********************************************* 

 * Constants 

 *********************************************/ 

 

// The current year taken from the system clock 

one sig CurrentYear, NextYear, LastYear extends Year {} 

fact { 

 CurrentYear in LastYear.next  

 NextYear in CurrentYear.next 

} 

 

// Levels of Study 

one sig Master, PhD, Undergraduate extends StudyLevel {} 

 

// Publications status 

one sig InProgress, Accepted, Published extends Status {} 

 

 

/********************************************* 

 * Static constraints: consistency concepts and rules 

 *********************************************/ 

 

// Two publications are considered equals if they coincide in title, year, forum and authors 

pred samePublication[p1, p2: Publication] { 

 p1 != p2 // if this condition is not set, the predicate is associated to the same 

publication... 

 p1.title = p2.title and p1.year = p2.year 

 all a: Person | a in p1.author <=> a in p2.author 

} 

 

// Two publications are considered similar if they coincide in title and year, and  

// share at least one author. 

pred similarPublication[disj p1, p2: Publication] { 
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 some t1, t2: Title | t1 = p1.title and t2 = p2.title and  t1.similarTo = t2 and t1 != t2 

 p1.year = p2.year  

    some p1.author & p2.author 

} 

 

// Two thesis are considered equals if they coincide in year, institution,  author and level 

pred sameThesis[t1, t2: Thesis] { 

 t1 != t2 // if this condition is not set, the predicate is associated to the same 

publication... 

 t1.year = t2.year and t1.publishedIn = t2.publishedIn and t1.level = t2.level  

 all a: Person | a in t1.author <=> a in t2.author 

} 

 

// The status of the publication must be consistent with the publication year, relative to the 

// current year in the system. 

pred YearStatusCorrespondence[p: Publication] { 

 (p.status = InProgress) 

  => gte[p.year, CurrentYear] 

 (p.status = Accepted)  

  => p.year == CurrentYear or p.year == NextYear 

 (p.status = Published)  

  => lte[p.year, CurrentYear] 

} 

 

 

// Determines that a publication is consistent in the given repository, even with respect to the 

// rest of the publications contained on it. 

pred IsConsistent[r: Repository, p: Publication] { 

 p in r.contains 

 YearStatusCorrespondence[p] 

 all p2: pubsRemainingRep[r, p] |  

  not samePublication[p, p2] and not sameThesis[p, p2] and p.id != p2.id 

} 

 

// Checks if all the publications contained in the repository are consistent.  

pred AllConsistent[r: Repository] { 

 all p: r.contains | IsConsistent[r, p] 

} 

 

// Returns all the publications contained in the repository at a given state. 

fun pubsInRep[r: Repository]: set Publication { r.contains } 

fun pubsRemainingRep[r: Repository, p: Publication]: set Publication { r.contains - p} 

 

assert assert_duplicated_pub { 

 all r: Repository | all disj p1, p2: pubsInRep[r] |  

  not samePublication[p1, p2] 

} 

 

assert assert_duplicated_thesis { 

 all r: Repository | all disj p1, p2: pubsInRep[r] |  

  not sameThesis[p1, p2] 

} 

 

assert assert_year_consistent { 

 all r: Repository | all disj p: pubsInRep[r] |  

  YearStatusCorrespondence[p] 

} 

 

assert assert_all_consistent_in_the_end { 

 AllConsistent[ro/last] 

} 

 

assert assert_duplicatedID { 

 all r: Repository | all disj p1, p2: pubsInRep[r] |  

  p1.id != p2.id 

} 

 

 

// Check this first, if founds a counterexample then test the others for ideintifying the 

inconsistency. 

check assert_all_consistent_in_the_end for 2   
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// Checking of each inconsistency. 

check assert_duplicated_pub for 1 

check assert_duplicated_thesis for 1 

check assert_year_consistent for 1 

check assert_duplicatedID for 1 

 

// The repository can only contain one publication associated to an ID. 

 

 

/********************************************* 

 * Dynamic constraints: allowed operations and traces 

 *********************************************/ 

 

// Returns the set of persons allowed to modify a publication 

fun pubEditors[p: Publication] : set Person { 

  p in Thesis => (p.author + p.advisor + Auditor)  

  else (p.author + Auditor) 

} 

 

// Registration of one publication 

pred addPublication[r, r': Repository, p: Publication] { 

    //Precondition 

 some p2: Publication | p.id = p2.id => p2 not in r.contains 

 p not in r.contains 

    //Postcondition 

 r'.contains = r.contains + p 

} 

 

// Deletion of one publication 

pred deletePublication[r, r': Repository, p: Publication] { 

 // Preconditions 

 p in r.contains 

 // Postconditions 

 r'.contains = r.contains - p 

} 

 

// Modification of one publication: change p1 by p2 

pred changePublication[r, r': Repository, p1, p2: Publication] { 

 // Preconditions 

 p1 != p2 and p1.id = p2.id  

 p1 in r.contains and p2 not in r.contains 

 // Postconditions 

 r'.contains = r.contains - p1 + p2 

} 

 

// Modification of the year in one publication: change p1 by p2 

pred changeYearPublication[r, r': Repository, p1, p2: Publication] { 

 // Preconditions 

 p1.title = p2.title and p1.author = p2.author and p1.status = p2.status 

 p1.year != p2.year 

 // Postconditions 

 changePublication[r, r', p1, p2] 

} 

 

 

// Defines the allowed transitions between repository states. Only one publication 

// can be added, deleted or modified between state. Each one of this operations is the 

// event that leads to a new state. 

fact traces { 

 all r: Repository - ro/last | let r' = r.next | one p: Publication | some p2: Publication | 

  addPublication[r, r', p] or deletePublication[r, r', p]   

  or changePublication[r, r', p,  p2]  or changeYearPublication[r, r', p, p2] 

} 

 

// These operations are the unique reasons for modifying the repository content. 

assert NoRarosAddPub { 

  all r:Repository, p:Publication | let r' = r.next | r != (ro/last) and 

 addPublication[r,r',p] => r'.contains = r.contains + p  

  all r:Repository, p:Publication | let r' = r.next | r != (ro/last) and 

 deletePublication[r,r',p] => r'.contains = r.contains - p  
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  all r:Repository, p1, p2:Publication | let r' = r.next | r != (ro/last) and 

 changePublication[r,r',p1, p2] => r'.contains = r.contains - p1 + p2  

} 

 

check NoRarosAddPub for 2 

 

/********************************************* 

 * Reports 

 *********************************************/ 

 

// Publications of the same author (in two formats) 

/*pred publicationsOf [a: Person] { 

 all p: Publication | a in p.author 

} 

pred Person.myPublications { 

 this.publicationsOf 

}*/ 

 

 

/********************************************* 

 * Example to evaluate 

 *********************************************/ 

 

/* Static constraints warrant that no inconsistency can be produced by the insertion or 

    deletion of a publication. Nevertheless, to test if an inconsistency is produced previous to 

 the insertion, deletion or modification we could generate the records and test the model. 

 If some inconsistency arises we would prevent the modification in the repository. 

 

 The question is: How do we know which is the inconsistency? Static constraints would 

 be used as consistency rules. Adding each one to the model would let us to distinguish 

 which "rules" are violated.  

*/ 

//one sig y2003 extends Year {} { this in LastYear.prev } 

 

one sig id_100, id_101, id_102 extends PubID {} 

one sig hgceballos extends Student {} 

one sig rbrena, fcantu extends Professor {} 

one sig ITESM extends Institution {} 

one sig TitleM, TitleD extends Title {} 

 

one sig thesis_m extends Thesis {}  { 

 id = id_100 

 title = TitleM 

 level = Master 

 author = hgceballos 

 advisor = rbrena 

 status = Published 

 year = LastYear  

 publishedIn = ITESM 

} 

 

one sig thesis_m_dup extends Thesis {}  { 

 id = id_102 

 title = TitleM 

 level = Master 

 author = hgceballos 

 advisor = rbrena 

 status = Published 

 year = LastYear  

 publishedIn = ITESM 

} 

 

one sig thesis_d extends Thesis {} { 

 id = id_101 

 title = TitleD 

 level = PhD 

 author = hgceballos 

 advisor = fcantu 

 status = InProgress 

 year = NextYear 

 publishedIn = ITESM 
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} 

 

one sig thesis_d_inc extends Thesis {} { 

 id = id_101 

 title = TitleD 

 level = PhD 

 author = hgceballos 

 advisor = fcantu 

 status = Published 

 year = NextYear 

 publishedIn = ITESM 

} 

 

// Indicate the insertion, modification or deletion in the first two states of the Repository. 

// For example, an insertion: 

fact Example1 { 

 // only exist the declared publications  

 Publication = thesis_m + thesis_d + thesis_d_inc + thesis_m_dup 

 

 // Initial state 

 (ro/first).contains = thesis_m + thesis_d_inc + thesis_m_dup 

 

 // First transaction (transition) 

 //addPublication[(ro/first), (ro/first).next, thesis_d] 

 //changePublication[(ro/first), (ro/first).next, thesis_d_inc, thesis_d]  

} 

 

 

pred Example2 { 

 // only exist the declared publications  

 Publication = thesis_m + thesis_d + thesis_d_inc + thesis_m_dup 

 

 // Initial state 

 (ro/first).contains = thesis_m + thesis_d_inc + thesis_m_dup 

 

 // First transaction (transition) 

// addPublication[(ro/first), (ro/first).next, thesis_d] 

 //changePublication[(ro/first), (ro/first).next, thesis_d_inc, thesis_d]  

} 

 

 

/********************************************* 

 * Evaluations 

 *********************************************/ 

 

check {AllConsistent[ro/first]} for 3 but 1 Repository 

 

//run Example1 for 3 but 2 Repository 

 

run {} for 5 but 3 Repository 

 

pred example { } 

 

run example for 5 but 1 Repository 

//run { (ro/last).inconsistencies = none } for 4 but 5 Repository, 3 Year 

 

// Determine the operations necessary for reaching a consistent state in the end of the execution. 

run {AllConsistent[ro/last] and all p: Publication |  p in (ro/last).contains }  

 for 3 but 1 Repository 

 

run {AllConsistent[ro/last]} for 3 

 

run sameThesis for 2 but 1 Repository 

 

run YearStatusCorrespondence for 1 

 

run AllConsistent for 3 but 1 Repository 

 

//run YearStatusCorrespondence for 1 but 3 Year 

//run similarPublication for 3 

//run myPublications for 4  
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Apendix B. CCalc code of the publications auditing MAS. 
 

File: ‘masaudit’ 

 

:- include  'framework';  

            'domain-ontology'; 

      'domain-actions'; 

            'scenario_1'. 

 

 

 

File: ‘framework’ 

 

% M.S. HÃ©ctor G. Ceballos (ceballos@itesm.mx) 

% DTC, Tecnologico de Monterrey, Campus Monterrey 

%  

% Multiagents System Framework in CCalc. 

 

%% Basic classes 

:- sorts    

 agent; 

 belief; 

 entity. 

 

%% ACL framework 

:- sorts 

 aclPerformative >> aclInform. 

  

% Framework variables. 

:- variables 

 AG  :: agent; 

 BEL  :: belief; 

 ACL_INF  :: aclInform. 

 

% Singleton objects 

:- objects 

 acl_inf :: aclInform. 

 
 

 

File: ‘domain-ontology’ 

 

% M.S. HÃ©ctor G. Ceballos (ceballos@itesm.mx) 

% DTC, Tecnologico de Monterrey, Campus Monterrey 

%  

% Publications auditing ontology: static aspects. 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% SORTS section (classes or signatures). 

%%  - Agents classes 

%%  - Beliefs patterns 

%%  - Domain classes 

%% 

%% Note: subclasses will be represented by a statement C1 rdf:type C2.  

%% For instance: agLogMonitor rdf:type agent. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%% Agent's classes 

:- sorts    

 agent >> agLogMonitor; 

 agent >> agRepGuardian; 

 agent >> agAuditor; 

 agent >> agCorrector; 

 agent >> agNotifier;  

 agent >> agUser. 

 

%% Belief patterns: represents a pattern relating a set of entities. 

:- sorts   

 belief >> belNewPublication; 

 belief >> belNeedAudit; 
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 belief >> belInAudit; 

 belief >> belPubOK; 

 belief >> belPubBad; 

 belief >> belAudited; 

 belief >> belInCorrection; 

 belief >> belNeedCorrection; 

 belief >> belCorrected; 

 belief >> belNotified; 

 belief >> belNeedNotify; 

 belief >> belNoCorrection. 

 

%% Entities in the domain. This kind of objects exist outside the system and have a  

%% representation on it modeled in an ontology. 

:- sorts   

 entity >> publication; 

 entity >> inconsistency; 

 entity >> correction; 

 entity >> person. 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Constants describing the predicates used in axioms. 

%%  - Exogenous events. 

%%  - Agents' observables (beliefs). 

%%  - Agents actions. 

%%  - Entities and agents characteristics. 

%% 

%% Note: we assume that all the request are accepted and performed and that all  

%%  the informs are believed independently of the receptor belief revision.  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

 % Exogenous EVENTS that certain agents can perceive.  *** NEW *** 

 % An external precondition (EX) triggers the exogenous event (EV).  

 % If EV has no precondition then can be triggere any time. 

:- constants 

 exNewPublication(publication, person)      :: 

inertialFluent; 

 evNewPublication(publication, person)      :: 

exogenousAction. 

 

:- constants 

 % The set of OBSERVABLES for each type of agent.  *** DICL ***  

 % believes(AG, B, E) means that agent AG believes B about entity E. This generic  

 % predicate is not defined in order to minimize the available options.   

 believes(agLogMonitor, belNewPublication, publication, person)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 

 believes(agRepGuardian,  belNeedAudit, publication, person)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agRepGuardian,  belInAudit, publication, agAuditor)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agRepGuardian,  belPubOK, publication, agAuditor)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agRepGuardian,  belAudited, publication, agAuditor)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agRepGuardian,  belAudited,    publication)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agRepGuardian,  belNoCorrection, publication, agAuditor)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 

 believes(agAuditor,     belNeedAudit, publication, person)    :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agAuditor,     belPubOK,   publication)    :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agAuditor, belPubBad, publication, inconsistency, person)  :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agAuditor, belInCorrection, publication, inconsistency, agCorrector)  :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agAuditor, belCorrected, publication, correction)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agAuditor, belNoCorrection, publication, inconsistency)   :: 

inertialFluent; 
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 believes(agCorrector, belNeedCorrection, publication, inconsistency,  

   agAuditor, person)      :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agCorrector, belCorrected, publication, correction)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agCorrector, belNotified, publication, inconsistency, correction)  :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agCorrector, belNoCorrection, publication, inconsistency,  

   person, agAuditor)      :: 

inertialFluent; 

 

 believes(agNotifier, belNeedNotify, belCorrected, publication, inconsistency,  

   correction, person)       :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agNotifier, belNeedNotify, belNeedCorrection, publication, inconsistency,  

   person)        :: 

inertialFluent; 

  

 believes(agUser, belCorrected, publication, inconsistency, correction)   :: 

inertialFluent; 

 believes(agUser, belNeedCorrection, publication, inconsistency)   :: 

inertialFluent. 

 

 

  % The ACTIONS each agent can perform.    *** DICL *** 

:- constants 

 actInform(agLogMonitor, agRepGuardian, belNewPublication, publication, person) :: 

exogenousAction; 

 

 actRequestAudit(agRepGuardian, agAuditor, publication, person)   :: 

exogenousAction; 

 

 actAudit(agAuditor, publication)       :: 

exogenousAction; 

 actRequestCorrection(agAuditor, agCorrector, publication, inconsistency, person) :: 

exogenousAction; 

 actInform(agAuditor, agRepGuardian, belPubOK, publication)   :: 

exogenousAction; 

 actInform(agAuditor, agRepGuardian, belNoCorrection, publication)   :: 

exogenousAction; 

 

 actCorrect(agCorrector, publication)      :: 

exogenousAction; 

 actInform(agCorrector, agAuditor, belCorrected, publication)   :: 

exogenousAction; 

 actInform(agCorrector, agAuditor, belNoCorrection, publication)   :: 

exogenousAction; 

 

 actRequestNotify(agCorrector, agNotifier, belCorrected, publication,   

  inconsistency, correction, person)      :: 

exogenousAction; 

 actRequestNotify(agCorrector, agNotifier, belNeedCorrection, publication,   

  inconsistency, person)       :: 

exogenousAction; 

 

 actNotify(agNotifier, agUser, publication, inconsistency, correction)  :: 

exogenousAction; 

 actNotify(agNotifier, agUser, belNeedCorrection, publication, inconsistency) :: 

exogenousAction. 

 

 

 % Framework objects 

:- constants 

 aclMessage(agLogMonitor, agRepGuardian, aclInform, belNewPublication,  

  publication, person)       :: 

inertialFluent; 

 aclMessage(agNotifier, agUser, aclInform, belCorrected, publication, 

  inconsistency, correction)      :: 

inertialFluent; 
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 test(agent)          :: 

inertialFluent. 

 

% Agents properties.       

:- constants 

 % Every agent can check some types of inconsistencies.  

 checks(agAuditor, inconsistency)       :: 

inertialFluent; 

 % There is an agent for each user. 

 serves(agUser, person)        :: 

inertialFluent.  

 

 % Entities properties      

:- constants 

 correctedBy(inconsistency, correction)      :: 

inertialFluent; 

 aprioriInconsistent(publication, inconsistency)     :: 

inertialFluent.  

 

 %% Note: characteristics will be represented by a statement: Entity property Range.  

 %% For instance: agAuditor checks inconsistency. 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Singleton objects. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

:- objects 

 newPub  :: belNewPublication; 

 needAudit :: belNeedAudit; 

 inAudit :: belInAudit; 

 audited :: belAudited; 

 pubOK  :: belPubOK; 

 pubBAD  :: belPubBad; 

 inCorrection :: belInCorrection; 

 needCorrection :: belNeedCorrection; 

 corrected :: belCorrected; 

 notified :: belNotified; 

 needNotify :: belNeedNotify; 

 noCorrection :: belNoCorrection. 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Initialization of fluents. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

% Beliefs initialization on time 0. 

 0: [/\ LM  /\ P | -believes(LM, BNP, P, PER)]. 

 0: [/\ RG  /\ P | -believes(RG, BNA, P, PER)]. 

 0: [/\ RG  /\ P | -believes(RG, BAU, P)]. 

 0: [/\ RG  /\ P | -believes(RG, BIA, P, AUD)]. 

 0: [/\ RG  /\ P | -believes(RG, BPO, P, AUD)]. 

 0: [/\ RG  /\ P | -believes(RG, BAU, P, AUD)]. 

 0: [/\ RG  /\ P | -believes(RG, BNR, P, AUD)]. 

 0: [/\ AUD /\ P | -believes(AUD, BNA, P, PER)]. 

 0: [/\ AUD /\ P | -believes(AUD, BPO, P)]. 

 0: [/\ AUD /\ P | -believes(AUD, BPB, P, INC, PER)]. 

 0: [/\ AUD /\ P | -believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO)]. 

 0: [/\ AUD /\ P | -believes(AUD, BCO, P, COR)]. 

 0: [/\ AUD /\ P | -believes(AUD, BNR, P, INC)]. 

 0: [/\ CO  /\ P | -believes(CO, BNC, P, INC, AUD, PER)]. 

 0: [/\ CO  /\ P | -believes(CO, BCO, P, COR)]. 

 0: [/\ CO  /\ P | -believes(CO, BNO, P, INC, COR)]. 

 0: [/\ CO  /\ P | -believes(CO, BNR, P, INC, PER, AUD)]. 

 0: [/\ NO  /\ P | -believes(NO, BNN, BCO, P, INC, COR, PER)]. 

 0: [/\ NO  /\ P | -believes(NO, BNN, BNC, P, INC, PER)]. 

 0: [/\ NO  /\ P | -believes(US, BCO, P, INC, COR)]. 

 0: [/\ US  /\ P | -believes(US, BNC, P, INC)]. 

 

% Framework objects initialization on time 0. 

 0: [/\ LM /\ RG /\ P | -aclMessage(LM, RG, ACL_INF, BNP, P, PER)]. 
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 0: [/\ NO /\ US /\ P | -aclMessage(NO, US, ACL_INF, BCO, P, INC, COR)]. 

 

File: ‘domain-actions’ 

 

% M.S. HÃ©ctor G. Ceballos (ceballos@itesm.mx) 

% DTC, Tecnologico de Monterrey, Campus Monterrey 

%  

% Publications auditing ontology: dynamic aspects. 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Variables used in the axioms. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

% Agents variables. 

:- variables 

 LM :: agLogMonitor; 

 RG :: agRepGuardian; 

 AUD :: agAuditor; 

 CO :: agCorrector; 

 NO :: agNotifier;  

 US :: agUser. 

 

% Agent's beliefs variables. Represent a set of facts that can be transmitted in  

% an ACL message.  

:- variables 

 BNP :: belNewPublication; 

 BNA :: belNeedAudit; 

 BIA :: belInAudit; 

 BAU :: belAudited; 

 BPO :: belPubOK; 

 BPB :: belPubBad; 

 BIC :: belInCorrection; 

 BNC :: belNeedCorrection; 

 BCO :: belCorrected; 

 BNO :: belNotified; 

 BNN :: belNeedNotify; 

 BNR :: belNoCorrection. 

 

% Domain variables. 

:- variables 

 P :: publication; 

 INC :: inconsistency; 

 COR :: correction; 

 PER :: person. 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% AXIOMS Section: 

%%  - Agents perceptions and actions 

%%  - Agents internal state change 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 % agLogMonitor 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

 % Perceptions (observables)   *** DICL *** 

 nonexecutable evNewPublication(P, PER)  

 if -exNewPublication(P, PER). 

 evNewPublication(P, PER)  

 causes believes(LM, BNP, P, PER), -exNewPublication(P, PER). 

 

 % Internal state transitions. 

 caused aclMessage(LM, RG, ACL_INF, BNP, P, PER), -believes(LM, BNP, P, PER) 

 after believes(LM, BNP, P, PER). 

 

 % Actions (observable function).  *** DICL *** 

 nonexecutable actInform(LM, RG, BNP, P, PER)  

 if -aclMessage(LM, RG, ACL_INF, BNP, P, PER). 

 actInform(LM, RG, BNP, P, PER)  
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 causes -aclMessage(LM, RG, ACL_INF, BNP, P, PER) & believes(RG, BNA, P, PER). 

 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 % agRepGuardian 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

 % Actions (observable function).  *** DICL *** 

 nonexecutable actRequestAudit(RG, AUD, P, PER)  

 if -believes(RG, BNA, P, PER). 

 nonexecutable actRequestAudit(RG, AUD, P, PER)  

 if believes(RG, BIA, P, AUD). 

 actRequestAudit(RG, AUD, P, PER)  

 causes believes(AUD, BNA, P, PER), believes(RG, BIA, P, AUD). 

 

 % Internal state change (AFTER is used to avoid cycle). 

 % All available auditors check the publication and all must aprove it  

 % for RG believe that the publication is OK. 

 

 % Las publicaciones deben ser auditadas por todos los agentes auditores existentes 

 caused -believes(RG, BNA, P, PER)    

 after [/\ AUD | believes(RG, BIA, P, AUD)] & believes(RG, BNA, P, PER). 

  

 caused believes(RG, BAU, P, AUD), -believes(RG, BIA, P, AUD), -believes(RG, BPO, P, AUD)  

 after believes(RG, BIA, P, AUD) & believes(RG, BPO, P, AUD).  

 

 caused believes(RG, BAU, P, AUD), -believes(RG, BIA, P, AUD), -believes(RG, BNR, P, AUD)  

 after believes(RG, BIA, P, AUD) & believes(RG, BNR, P, AUD).  

 

 caused believes(RG, BAU, P), -believes(RG, BAU, P, AUD) 

 after [/\ AUD | believes(RG, BAU, P, AUD)]. 

 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 % agAuditor 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

 % Actions (observable function).   *** DICL *** 

 caused believes(AUD, BPO, P), -believes(AUD, BNA, P, PER)  % effects 

 if checks(AUD, INC) & -aprioriInconsistent(P, INC)  % condition 

 after believes(AUD, BNA, P, PER) &    % precondition 

  actAudit(AUD, P).     % action 

 

 caused believes(AUD, BPB, P, INC, PER), -believes(AUD, BNA, P, PER) % effects 

 if checks(AUD, INC) & aprioriInconsistent(P, INC)  % condition 

 after believes(AUD, BNA, P, PER) &     % precondition 

  actAudit(AUD, P).     % action 

 

 nonexecutable actInform(AUD, RG, BPO, P)  

 if -believes(AUD, BPO, P). 

 actInform(AUD, RG, BPO, P)  

 causes believes(RG, BPO, P, AUD), -believes(AUD, BPO, P). 

  

 nonexecutable actRequestCorrection(AUD, CO, P, INC, PER) 

 if -believes(AUD, BPB, P, INC, PER). 

 actRequestCorrection(AUD, CO, P, INC, PER)  

 causes believes(CO, BNC, P, INC, AUD, PER), -believes(AUD, BPB, P, INC, PER),  

        believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO). 

 

 nonexecutable actInform(AUD, RG, BNR, P)  

 if -[\/ INC \/ CO | believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO) & believes(AUD, BNR, P, INC)]. 

 caused believes(RG, BNR, P, AUD), -believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO), -believes(AUD, BNR, P, INC) 

 after believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO) & believes(AUD, BNR, P, INC) & 

 actInform(AUD, RG, BNR, P). 

 

 % Internal state 

 caused believes(AUD, BPO, P), -believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO), -believes(AUD, BCO, P, COR) 

 after believes(AUD, BIC, P, INC, CO) & believes(AUD, BCO, P, COR). 

 

 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 % agCorrector: makes all the possible corrections for inconsistencies  

 %              detected, identified by correctedBy(inconsistency, correction). 
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 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

 % Actions (observable function).   *** DICL + Action DL *** 

 caused believes(CO, BCO, P, COR)   % effects  

 after believes(CO, BNC, P, INC, AUD, PER) & correctedBy(INC, COR) & 

  -believes(CO, BCO, P, COR) &   % preconditions 

 actCorrect(CO, P).    % action 

 

 % If it doesn't exist an automatic correction notify to the professor... 

 nonexecutable actRequestNotify(CO, NO, BNC, P, INC, PER) 

 if -[\/ AUD | believes(CO, BNC, P, INC, AUD, PER) & -correctedBy(INC, COR)]. 

 caused believes(NO, BNN, BNC, P, INC, PER), -believes(CO, BNC, P, INC, AUD, PER), 

 believes(CO, BNR, P, INC, PER, AUD)  % effects 

 if -correctedBy(INC, COR)   % condition 

 after believes(CO, BNC, P, INC, AUD, PER) &  % preconditions 

 actRequestNotify(CO, NO, BNC, P, INC, PER). % action 

 

 nonexecutable actRequestNotify(CO, NO, BCO, P, INC, COR, PER)  

 if believes(CO, BNO, P, INC, COR). 

 nonexecutable actRequestNotify(CO, NO, BCO, P, INC, COR, PER)  

 if -believes(CO, BCO, P, COR) & -believes(CO, BNC, P, INC, AUD, PER). 

 nonexecutable actRequestNotify(CO, NO, BCO, P, INC, COR, PER)  

 if -correctedBy(INC, COR). 

 actRequestNotify(CO, NO, BCO, P, INC, COR, PER)  

 causes believes(CO, BNO, P, INC, COR), believes(NO, BNN, BCO, P, INC, COR, PER) 

 if [\/ INC | correctedBy(INC, COR)]. 

 

 nonexecutable actInform(CO, AUD, BCO, P)  

 if -believes(CO, BNC, P, INC, AUD, PER) & -believes(CO, BCO, P, COR) &   

 -believes(CO, BNO, P, INC, COR). 

 actInform(CO, AUD, BCO, P)  

 causes -believes(CO, BNC, P, INC, AUD, PER), -believes(CO, BCO, P, COR),   

  -believes(CO, BNO, P, INC, COR), believes(AUD, BCO, P, COR). 

 

 nonexecutable actInform(CO, AUD, BNR, P) 

 if -[\/ INC \/ PER | believes(CO, BNR, P, INC, PER, AUD)]. 

 caused -believes(CO, BNR, P, INC, PER, AUD), believes(AUD, BNR, P, INC) 

 after believes(CO, BNR, P, INC, PER, AUD) & 

 actInform(CO, AUD, BNR, P). 

 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 % agNotifier: send notifications to users throug the respective user agent. 

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

 % Internal state. 

 caused aclMessage(NO, US, ACL_INF, BCO, P, INC, COR)  

 if [\/ US | believes(NO, BNN, BCO, P, INC, COR, PER) & serves(US, PER)]. 

 caused -believes(NO, BNN, BCO, P, INC, COR, PER) 

 after aclMessage(NO, US, ACL_INF, BCO, P, INC, COR). 

 

 % Actions (observable function).   *** DICL + Action DL *** 

 nonexecutable actNotify(NO, US, P, INC, COR) 

 if -aclMessage(NO, US, ACL_INF, BCO, P, INC, COR). 

 actNotify(NO, US, P, INC, COR) 

 causes believes(US, BCO, P, INC, COR), -aclMessage(NO, US, ACL_INF, BCO, P, INC, COR). 

 

 nonexecutable actNotify(NO, US, BNC, P, INC) 

 if -[\/ US \/ PER | believes(NO, BNN, BNC, P, INC, PER) & serves(US, PER)]. 

 caused believes(US, BNC, P, INC), -believes(NO, BNN, BNC, P, INC, PER) 

 after believes(NO, BNN, BNC, P, INC, PER) & serves(US, PER) & 

 actNotify(NO, US, BNC, P, INC). 

 

File: ‘scenario1’ 

 

% M.S. HÃ©ctor G. Ceballos (ceballos@itesm.mx) 

% DTC, Tecnologico de Monterrey, Campus Monterrey 

%  

% Scenario: auditing publications. 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%% Scenario: 

%%  - Objects or instances 

%%  - Objects properties initializations 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

 

% Objects used in the scenarios. 

:- objects 

 lm   :: agLogMonitor; 

 rg   :: agRepGuardian; 

 aud1, aud2  :: agAuditor; 

 co  :: agCorrector; 

 no  :: agNotifier; 

 us  :: agUser; 

 

 p1, p2  :: publication; 

 duplicated :: inconsistency; 

 status  :: inconsistency; 

 changeStatus :: correction;  

 per, per2 :: person. 

 

 

 % Objects static properties initializations.  

 % Note that these don't change along time. 

 caused checks(aud1, duplicated), -checks(aud1, status). 

 caused checks(aud2, status), -checks(aud2, duplicated). 

 caused correctedBy(status, changeStatus), -correctedBy(duplicated, changeStatus). 

 caused serves(us, per), -serves(us, per2). 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%% Queries: 

%%  1. Fully guided auditing with 2 auditor agents (prediction) 

%%  2. Auditing plan elaboration with 2 auditor agents (planning) 

%% 

%% To run query type: query #. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

% Simulate a new publication auditing (fully guided).  

:- query  

 label :: 1; 

 maxstep :: 11; 

 0: exNewPublication(p1, per), -exNewPublication(p1, per2); 

 0: -exNewPublication(p2, per), -exNewPublication(p2, per2); 

 0: -aprioriInconsistent(p1, status), aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated); 

 0: -aprioriInconsistent(p2, status), -aprioriInconsistent(p2, duplicated); 

 0: evNewPublication(p1, per); 

 2: actInform(lm, rg, newPub, p1, per); 

 3: actRequestAudit(rg, aud2, p1, per), actRequestAudit(rg, aud1, p1, per); 

 4: actAudit(aud1, p1), actAudit(aud2, p1); 

 5: actInform(aud2, rg, pubOK, p1); 

 5: actRequestCorrection(aud1, co, p1, duplicated, per); 

 6: actRequestNotify(co, no, needCorrection, p1, duplicated, per); 

 7: actInform(co, aud1, noCorrection, p1); 

 7: actNotify(no, us, needCorrection, p1, duplicated); 

 8: actInform(aud1, rg, noCorrection, p1). 

 

 

% Generation of a plan for auditing a publication. 

:- query  

 label :: 2; 

 maxstep :: 15; 

 0: exNewPublication(p1, per), -exNewPublication(p1, per2); 

 0: -exNewPublication(p2, per), -exNewPublication(p2, per2); 

 0: -aprioriInconsistent(p1, status), aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated); 

 0: -aprioriInconsistent(p2, status), -aprioriInconsistent(p2, duplicated); 

 maxstep-1: believes(rg, audited, p1). 

 

:- query  

 label :: 3; 

 maxstep :: 15; 

 0: exNewPublication(p1, per), -exNewPublication(p1, per2); 
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 0: -exNewPublication(p2, per), -exNewPublication(p2, per2); 

 0: aprioriInconsistent(p1, status), -aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated); 

 0: -aprioriInconsistent(p2, status), -aprioriInconsistent(p2, duplicated); 

 0: evNewPublication(p1, per); 

 2: actInform(lm, rg, newPub, p1, per); 

 3: actRequestAudit(rg, aud2, p1, per), actRequestAudit(rg, aud1, p1, per); 

 6: actInform(aud1, rg, pubOK, p1); 

 6: actRequestCorrection(aud2, co, p1, status, per); 

 7: actCorrect(co, p1); 

 8: actRequestNotify(co, no, corrected, p1, status, changeStatus, per); 

 9: actNotify(no, us, p1, status, changeStatus); 

10: actInform(co, aud2, corrected, p1); 

12: actInform(aud2, rg, pubOK, p1). 

 

:- query  

 label :: 4; 

 maxstep :: 15; 

 0: exNewPublication(p1, per), -exNewPublication(p1, per2); 

 0: exNewPublication(p2, per), -exNewPublication(p2, per2); 

 0: -aprioriInconsistent(p1, status), aprioriInconsistent(p1, duplicated); 

 0: aprioriInconsistent(p2, status), -aprioriInconsistent(p2, duplicated); 

 maxstep-1: believes(rg, audited, p1), believes(rg, audited, p2),  believes(us, corrected, p2, 

status, changeStatus). 

 

 


